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Minutes 
Regular Meeting of the Florence County Board of Zoning Appeals  

Tuesday, November 12, 2019 at 6:30 p.m. 
County Complex, Council Chambers, Room 803 
180 N. Irby St., Florence, South Carolina 29501 

 
The Florence County Planning Department staff posted the agenda for the meeting on the 
information boards at the main entrance and the back entrance of the County Complex and 
on the information board in the lobby of the Planning and Building Inspection Department 
building. 
 
The agenda was also mailed to the media. 
 

I. Call to Order 
 
Chairman Toney Moore, called the meeting to order at 6:31 p.m. 
 
II. Attendance: 

 
Board Members Present: Toney Moore, Chairman 

Bryant Hollowell, Vice-Chairman  
    Craig Floyd 
    Brenda Deas 
    Brian Casey 
    Daniel Jackson 

Kenneth E. McAllister 
James Cooper, Jr. 

 
Board Members Absent: Wallace Smith  
 

 Staff Present: Mr. J. Shawn Brashear, Planning Director 
  Derrick Singletary, Senior Planner 
  Nickolas Ammons, Senior Planner 
  Ethan Brown, Planner II 
  Lacey Kelly, Secretary III 

Lisa M. Becoat, Secretary 
 

Public Attendance: See sign-in sheet on file at the Florence County Planning 
Department. 

 
III. Election of Officers: 

 
Chairman Toney Moore administered the nomination and votes for office of Chairman. 
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Motion – Brian Casey nominated and made a motion that Mr. Toney Moore remain Chairman / 
Second – Mr. Bryant Hollowell. / No other nominations were made.  The vote carried 6 to 0 that 
Mr. Toney Moore remain Chairman for the upcoming year 2020.  Mr. Toney Moore did not vote.   
 
Chairman Toney Moore administered the nomination and votes for office of Vice-Chairman. 
 
Motion – Mr. Bryant Hollowell nominated and made a motion that Mr. Brian Casey assumed the 
duties as Vice-Chairman for the upcoming 2020 year / Second – Mr. Daniel Jackson. / No other 
nominations were made.  The vote carried 6 to 0 that Mr. Brian Casey assumed the duties as Vice-
Chairman for the upcoming year 2020.  Mr. Brian Casey did not vote.   
 
IV. Review and motion of the minutes: 
 

• Meeting of May 21, 2019 
 
Motion to approve - Mr. Daniel Jackson / Second – Mr. Brian Casey / Minutes of May 21, 2019, 
meeting were unanimously approved 7 to 0. 
 

V. Public Hearings: 
  

BZA#2019-02 A variance request by Mark Brian Chandler from requirements 
of the Florence County Code of Ordinances, Chapter 30, 
ZONING ORDINANCE, ARTICLE II. – ZONING 
SETBACKS, Sec. 30-30. - Rear Yard Setback of 25 feet for 
residential structures, for property located at 1843 Wax Myrtle 
Drive, Florence, SC as shown on Florence County Tax Map No. 
01251, Block 01, Parcel 091.  

 
Mr. J. Shawn Brashear presented the staff report to the Board.  A Copy of the staff report and 
presentation are available at the Florence County Planning Department and on the Florence 
County website at:  http://www.florenceco.org/offices/planning/bza/).   
 
Mr. Brashear additionally informed the board that the applicant desired to place a screened porch 
on the back area of his property where there are presently steps.  He indicated that the applicant 
desired to fill in the complete area where the stairs and slab presently are. 
 
Mr. Brashear informed the Board that one inquiry had been received from the neighbor Ms. 
Patricia Hansen, whose home abuts the applicants’ property and that they are against the granting 
of the variance request. 
 
There were questions and discussion by the Board.   
 
In response to questions and discussions by the Board Mr. Brashear indicated that there was 
already one major encroachment to the setbacks already on the property and it was permitted in 
2015; to enclose an existing elevated structure or deck that was already present on the property.   
 

http://www.florenceco.org/offices/planning/bza/
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Mr. Brashear also indicated that possibly several years ago most decks were detached from the 
home as an accessory structure making them detached structures which did not fall within the 
same setbacks as the residence.  An accessory building only has to be five feet from the property 
line where a house has to be twenty-five feet.  He additionally indicated that he was not sure of 
the circumstances of how the permit was approved in 2015.  He also stated that he had not gone 
out to the neighborhood to check other’s properties, or investigated the neighborhood, but had 
reviewed aerial’s of the subdivision and it showed that there are decks and that it appeared that 
some maybe be encroaching on the setbacks.  If the porch is attached to the house it is 
considered a part of the structure and it must meet the twenty-five-foot setback.  But there was a 
time when the builder used to leave a gap and if so then it was detached from the house.  He 
further stated that he was not sure why it was allowed but that the application indicated that it 
was an existing elevated structure and that is why it was allowed.  If allowed the screened porch 
would require a foundation to be placed.  An Engineer would have to examine and determine if 
the present slab could constructively support a room addition to include a roof.  The slab appears 
to be at grade level so there may be an issue with drainage and the type of construction required.  
The original construction practice of detaching the deck was corrected in the County ordinance 
three or four years ago.   
 
Mr. James Cooper, Jr., entered and was present at the meeting at 6:43 p.m.  
 
Mr. Brashear provided an example of someone wanting to place a carport on the side of the 
house, but they had met the maximum number of accessory structures that could be placed on a 
property, so they decided to attach it with a breezeway.  They put up a three-foot breezeway but 
the breezeway was thirty feet long.  So with that they are skirting the intent of the ordinance, so a 
definition and illustration was placed in the ordinance of what detached means and also states 
that you have to meet a ratio of the separation distance versus the width of that detachment.  If 
you have a carport thirty feet away from your home, your breezeway would have to be at least 10 
to 15 feet wide to attach it; you couldn’t just put up a 3-foot little alley way, you have to make it 
truly detached.  That was defined in the ordinance sometime in 2015 – 2016.   
 
There was discussion by the Board. 
 
Chairman Toney Moore inquired if there was any public who desired to speak in favor of the 
requested variance request. 
 
Mr. Mark Brian Chandler was present and spoke in favor of the requested variance.  He indicated 
that he did not realize the formality of the Board but thanked them for hearing his case.  He 
indicated that a picture painted a thousand words and he provided each Board member with a 
copy of a picture of his residence at 1843 Wax Myrtle Drive, with the added room and steps.  
Mr. Chandler indicated that he was not trying to go past the line that he thought had already been 
approved.  In 2015 he assumed that the line variance had been approved when the contractor 
pulled permits, he was not aware that the permit was just to enclose an existing structure.  The 
screened in porch he would like to build is a 12 x 20-foot structure that would not go past the line 
but stay in the footprint of the patio.  It would tie into the covered patio and the roof, gutters and 
shingles would be extended.  It would look really nice as it is being built by Seaton Hamilton and 
would have a tongue and grove ceiling, recessed lighting, ceiling fan, crawl space and tile 
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flooring finish.  So it will not be a tin roof extending over a screened porch drop down.  It’s 
going to be really nice once it is completed.  The design would be like other homes on the street 
which have similar designs and screened in porches.  He further indicated that it would not take 
away from the design and appeal of the neighborhood.  He additionally stated that there had been 
3 different set back waivers approved on his street since 2006 and he assumed that those 
structures have gone through the Board process and gotten approval.  Up until tonight he was 
unaware of any complaints with his immediate neighbors to the left, right and across the street 
from him.  The lady behind him had some issues with some trees when hurricane Matthew hit 
and they tried to handle it the best way they could.  He offered to pay the expense to have a 
couple of trees removed as they were leaning across the fence of a Filipino neighbor who does 
not speak English well.  He indicated that he acted as the neighbors mouth piece as they were 
concerned about safety.  They went to her to have the trees removed and in the process of the 
tree removal the neighbors fence was damaged and they had to pay out of pocket to cover the 
repairs and that may be why she is holding some resentment towards him because of that.  But 
all was resolved and to his knowledge everything was taken care of on that aspect.   
 
As far as hardship goes, back in 2015 his family had been in the house approximately 8 or 9 
years and they made a decision they would stay.  It’s a great location for him as an appraiser and 
his wife a school teacher allowing them to get to any destination within 15 or 20 minutes.  They 
made a decision to stay put as the location was great and figured they would just make some 
improvements.  The first step to making their house a home which they liked was to complete the 
room addition to give them the space they needed to close in the existing dining room to make 
space for his home, work office.  That was the start of their renovations which cost 
approximately $40,000 thousand dollars’ and from that point until now they have completed 
about $100,000 thousand dollars’ worth of improvements to their home.  He considers that a 
hardship as they would not have expended that much money on a home to stay in if they were 
not going to be able to make it the way they liked and wanted.  His wife has always wanted a 
screened porch and believes it will cost them an additional $20,000 dollars’ or he can pay more 
to have a home built that has all the rooms and porches that his family desires.  Mr. Chandler 
indicated that he would prefer to just have to spend the $20,000 thousand dollars’ vice having to 
pay $150,000 thousand dollars’ or more to have a home built with the screened porch.  Although 
a minor issue, there are snakes and mosquito within their neighborhood and when his wife and 
son go out to walk the dog, they come back with welts on their skin from the mosquito bites.  It 
would be nice to be able to have a screened-in porch where the dogs could just be let out to do 
their busy and then come back in the house.  Mr. Chandler mentioned those were the hardships 
his family is facing and that he was ready to answer any questions the Board had.   
 
In response to questions by the Board Mr. Chandler indicated that the porch would be like the 
room addition with a floor and bricked in crawl space with a doorway and flushed with the rest 
of the home.  They anticipated that the steps would be away from the home with a landing and 
out to the side facing the gutters.  They would like to have the steps out, but if they have to stay 
within a few feet of the present structure, they could live with that and compromise going 
towards the room addition.  Mr. Chandler further discussed with the Board that they would like 
to have the screened porch the entire length of the patio area and go out from the doorway of the 
addition towards the fence but if they have to stay within the fence line, they can parallel the 
steps from the screened porch if they have to.   
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There was discussion by the Board.   
 
In response to discussions of the Board Mr. Chandler indicated that another comprise they would 
be willing to make would be to cut into the screened porch itself and present it with the steps and 
stay within that section.  He indicated they would be willing to accept that as a comprise.  He 
further stated that they would rather not as they desired to have as much of a screened porch as 
necessary but would be willing to accept having the doorway where the edge of the house 
presently is and extend the length of the screened porch and stay within that line.   
 
There was discussion and recommendation made by the Board that the steps could be included 
within the screened area.  They mentioned that the doorway could be opened over on the left 
hand side of the drawing so that the steps are not encroaching on the fence of the neighbor.  
(There was discussions by the Board looking at the picture provided by the applicant).   
 
Mr. Chandler indicated that the area is approximately 12 x 14 and they could still have a 10 x 12 
foot screened porch if the steps had to stay within that footprint.  He additionally indicated that 
on the side the Board was mentioning there is no window on that side of the home just a brick 
wall.  There is no window to cut into and also the heat pump is on that side of the home.   
 
There was no public in appearance to speak in opposition of the requested variance.  
 
There was discussion by the Board concerning the recommendations and four findings of fact.   
 
 The recommendations and four findings of fact considered by the Board were as follows: 
 
 a.  There are extraordinary and exceptional conditions pertaining to the particular piece of  

  property: 
 
Finding:  It was already a permitted project that was permitted as a non-conforming structure 
within the setbacks and appears to fulfill the extraordinary and exceptional conditions.   
 
 b.  These conditions do not generally apply to the other property in the vicinity:   
 
Finding:  The applicant mentioned that there were other non-conforming structures some 
permitted and some not.  If they were permitted, then they are non-conforming permitted. 
However, if they were not, we would have to deal with those issues at a later time. 
 
 c.  Because of these conditions, the application of the ordinance to the particular piece of  

 property would effectively prohibit or unreasonably restrict the utilization of the property: 
 
Finding:  Doesn’t believe that the community is receiving any justice with any of the variations 
in trying to grant the variance.   
 
 d.  The authorization of a variance will not be of substantial detriment to adjacent property or  

  to the public good, and the character of the district will not be harmed by the granting of  
  the variance. 
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Finding:  Every house on the street has a patio and/or screened porch, but looking at what is 
being requested, the steps would come beyond what has already been stated.  With the steps and 
the structure/home the applicant is within 8 or 9 feet of the fence line which is probably what 
concerns the neighbor as it appears they are looking at the back of the applicant’s house.   
 
There was further discussion by the Commission. 
 
Motion:  Mr. Brian Casey made a motion to grant a variance for the existing addition to the 
home with the proposed 13’ x 11’set back that was shown on the diagram submitted by Mr. 
Chandler.   
 
There was further discussion by the Commission as to the existing non-conforming addition and 
the requested variance for the screened-in porch. 
 
Mr. Brian Chandler indicated that if he has to stay within the footprint of the patio he is willing 
to comprise to keep the stairs coming down in a way which would still allow his family to have a 
10 x 12 screened porch addition.  He further indicated that it was not as big a porch as they 
would like but would be willing to accept that if they have to.   
 
Mr. Shawn Brashear indicated that he believed two things were going on.  One, that Mr. 
Chandler was proposing the hatch line as his porch addition and he would do away with the 
existing steps and would push the new steps back into the footprint of the screened porch; and 
two, that Mr. Casey was making a motion to go back in time and is recommending granting a 
variance for the existing non-conforming structure to clean that up.  That could be done, but it 
would be different than what is being proposed. 
 
Mr. Brian Casey withdrew his motion. 
 
Mr. Brian Chandler indicated that the description provided by Mr. Brashear was accurate as to 
the compromise he was willing to make. 
 
There was discussion by the Commission. 
 
Motion - Mr. Bryant Hollowell made a motion that the variance request be denied. 
 
There was further discussion by the Commission. 
 
Motion - Mr. Bryant Hollowell revised his motion and indicated that he recommended the 
variance be approved with the following contingencies that the screened porch and modification 
of the steps do not encroach and that the structure must stay within the footprint of the existing 
patio. 
 
Mr. Shawn Brashear clarified and restated the motion.  To accept the variance request provided 
the enclosure and its steps is within the footprint as illustrated in the provided diagram.   
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Motion:  Mr. Bryant Hollowell restated his motion that the variance request be granted with the 
understanding that there will be no encroachment from the existing encroachment and the 
setback on the side of the structure.   
 
Mr. Shawn Brasher clarified the motion by stating that the motion and Board were 
acknowledging the previous encroachment and granting its approval and also allowing the future 
expansion of the screened porch and its steps provided the steps stay within the footprint as 
illustrated.   
 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Daniel Jackson.  The motion was unanimously approved with 
a vote of 8 to 0. 
 
VI. Other Business: 
 
Chairman Toney Moore inquired of the Board if they had reviewed the draft and proposed 2020 
Board of Zoning Appeals Meeting Calendar. 
 
Motion – Mr. Brian Casey made a motion that the 2020 Board of Zoning Appeals Meeting 
Schedule Calendar be approved as presented. / Second - Mr. Kenneth E. McAllister.  The 2020 
Board of Zoning Appeals Meeting Schedule Calendar was unanimously approved with a vote of 
8 to 0.  
 
Prior to the adjournment of the meeting the Secretary reminded the Board members of the 
upcoming Continuing Education Training and also of the appointment of Mr. Wallace Smith to 
the Board of Zoning Appeals.  Mr. Smith was not able to make the meeting tonight but should be 
at future meetings. 
 
VII. Adjournment 
 
Chairman Toney Moore inquired of the Board and Staff if there was any other business, there 
being none, the meeting was adjourned at 7:20 p.m. 
 
 
___________________________________________________________    
Lisa M. Becoat, Secretary  
 
Approved by: 
 
 
___________________________________________________________     
J. Shawn Brashear, Planning Director   

 

*These minutes reflect only actions taken and do not represent a true verbatim transcript of the 
meeting. 


